Abstract. The notion of subgradient, originally defined for convex functions, has in recent years been extended, via the "upper subderivative," to cover functions that are not necessarily convex or even continuous. A number of calculus rules have been proven for these generalized subgradients. This paper develops the finite-dimensional generalized subdifferential calculus for (strictly) lower semicontinuous functions under considerably weaker hypotheses than those previously used. The most general finite-dimensional convex subdifferential calculus results are recovered as corollaries. Other corollaries given include new necessary conditions for optimality in a nonsmooth mathematical program. Various chain rule formulations are considered. Equality in the subdifferential calculus formulae is proven underhypotheses weaker than the usual "subdifferential regularity" assumptions.
Tc (Xo) The normal cone to C at Xo is the set (1.2) Nc(xo) T(xo):= (z E*l(y, z) <--O Vy Tc(xo)}.
Tc(xo) is always closed and contains the origin. More important, it is always a convex set. (See [17] , [20, Chap. Let Xo E be a point at which f is finite, and let y E. The upper subderivative of f at Xo in the direction y is defined by (1.5) f*(xo; y):=inf{r [(y, r) Tepif(xo,f(xo))}. Notice that f*(xo; y) is defined precisely so that (1.6) epif(xo; y)= Tepif(xo,f(xo)).
By (1.6), f*(xo; ") has several important properties. Since Tepif(xo,f(xo) ) is closed, f*(xo; ") is lower semicontinuous (l.s.c.) , and since Tepif(xo,f(xo) ) is a convex cone, f*(xo;" is convex and positively homogeneous. As a result, either (a) f(xo; 0)=0, in which case f*(xo; ") is proper, i.e., is somewhere finite and never -c, or (b) f(xo; 0) -c, in which case f(xo; is equal to -c throughout its domain.
For further discussion of the idea of associating directional derivatives with approximating cones to epigraphs of functions, in particular the Clarke tangent cone, see [12] , [7] and [20, Chap. 3] . DEFINITIONI.3 . Let f" E -R andxo E be such thatf(xo) is finite. The subgradient off at Xo is the set (1. 7) of(xo):= {x* E*](y,x*)<=f(xo; y)fy E}.
The, notation Of(xo) is the same as that for the subgradient of a convex function or the Clarke subgradient of a locally Lipschitzian function, and justifiably so. If f is locally Lipschitzian, Of(xo) coincides with the Clarke subgradient, which in turn coincides with the ordinary subgradient for convex functions if f is.convex.. (See [18] , 19] , [20] .)
In [19] , Rockafellar introduced the following direct characterization off*(xo; )" 1. 8) f (Xo; y) Rockafellar used characterization (1.8) in [18] to extend the subdifferential calculus to the subgradient of (1. 7) . (See also [6, 2.9] .)
In this paper, we show that if E is finite-dimensional and f" E R is strictly 1.s.c., the hypotheses in the subdifferential calculus theorems of [18] can be considerably weakened, and the hypotheses required in proving multiplier rules for nonsmooth mathematical programs can be correspondingly weakened. This is in analogy with the convex case, where in finite dimensions, interiority assumptions are replaced by assumptions about relative interiors. In fact, the convex subgradient calculus of 23 of [16] can be entirely recaptured as a special case of the results presented here.
Our method of proof differs from that of 18] in that instead of working directly with f(xo; ") as defined in (1.8), we use an "inversion theorem" (see [4] ), the relationship in (1.6), and underlying properties of the Clarke tangent cone.
Here is an outline of the remainder of the paper. In 2, we list the definitions and collect the preliminary results that we will use in proving subdifferentiaI calculus Downloaded 06/12/13 to 134.148. 10.13 . Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php formulae. In 3, we prove our two main subdifferential calculus formulae and give a number of corollaries. In 4, we apply the results of 3 to the study of necessary optimality conditions in nonsmooth mathematical programming. In particular, we prove a finite-dimensional version of Theorem 6 of 18] under weaker hypotheses and apply a "Dubovitskii-Milyutin" approach to prove a "Fritz John type" result as in [26] . We investigate in 5 the possibility of extending a chain rule of Hiriart-Urruty [11, Chap. 8] to functions which are not necessarily locally Lipschitzian. In 6 we prove inequalities involving the contingent and Ursescu [9] directional derivatives. We then combine these results with those of 3 to give conditions for equality in the subdifferential calculus theorems of 3 that somewhat relax the usual "subdifferential regularity" conditions. We also give a generalization of one of our results of 4 through the use of "upper convex approximates" to these directional derivatives.
An excellent background reference for this paper is Chapter 7 of Aubin and Ekeland's recent book [3] . In particular, Corollary 3.4 and Propositions 3.10 and 3.14 are derived in [3] by an approach in many ways similar to that employed here.
Two entirely different approaches to this subject can be found in the significant papers [13] and [22] . In [13] , ioffe essentially proves Theorem 3.2 and its corollaries as special cases of corresponding formulae in the calculus of"approximate subdifferentials." Rockafellar in [22] derives subgradient inclusions (3.3) , (3.6) , (3.30) and (4.2) by an approach that is "dual" to that taken here and in [18] . The methods used in [22] center around the concepts of the normal cone and proximal normals. Both [13] and [22] go further than this present work in some directions. On the other hand, the chain rule formulation in Theorem 3.17 and the material in 6 are not discussed in either [13] or [22] . In fact, it is not clear how one might derive Theorem 3.17 by the methods of [13] , and the methods of [22] do not readily yield conditions for equality in subdifferential calculus formulae. References [3] , [6] , [11] , [13] , [18] , [22] It is observed in [21] that if f is strictly l.s.c, at Xo, then the set epif is closed near (xo,f(xo)). DEFINITION 2.3 . F" R -R is isotone on D c R if F(x) <-_ F(y) whenever x, y D and x_-< y (with respect to the coordinate ordering). F is strictly isotone in the ith coordinate at x := (Xl," , x,) R" if F(x) < F(y) whenever x -< y and x < y.
The result that allows us to weaken the "constraint qualifications" of 18] is the following special case of Theorem 4.1 of [4] , which itself follows from Ekeland's variational principle [8] (see also [3, 7.6] 
Then (2.6) A(Tc(zo)) TAc(Azo). Proof. Let y Tc(zo) and Y (A(y)). Then Y' := A-l(Y) is in C(y). There exists A > 0, X (Zo) such that for all (0, A) and for all x' X f') C,
By (2.5) , these exists Z (Azo) such that Z fq A( C) A(X fq C).
Then for each z Z fq A(C), there exists x' X fq C such that A(x')= z. For such an x', (x'+tY')fqCf for all t(0, A). Hence Ax'+tYfqA(C)f for all t(0, A), and so A(y) TAc(Azo). Thus A(Tc(zo))C TAc(Azo [4] (see also [14] ). In 3, we will establish calculus rules involving functions of two forms:
(a) h :=f +f2 F, where fl" R" -R is strictly l.s.c, at Xo, f2" R" R is strictly l.s.c. at F(xo), and F" R" R is strictly differentiable at Xo dom fl F-l(dom f2) .
(b) h := F of, where f= (f,... ,f,) , each f" R"-R is strictly l.s,c, at Xo, and F" R" R is isotone.
In (b), we define F(f(x)) to be + whenever f(x)= + for some i. We also adopt the convention that if f(x)--for some i, h(x) =inf{F(y)lf(x) <y,, i= 1,..., n,y-(el," ",yn)}.
Under this convention, we have (2.7) epih={(x,z)l:y,Rwithf(x)<-_y,,i=l, .,n,F(y,. ., yn)_-< z} because F is isotone. We will use this fact in 3.
The proofs of our calculus rules will consist of two stages" Stage 1" Establish an inequality involving upper subderivatives with the help of (1.6), Proposition 2.6, Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 2.5. Stage 2: Use that inequality and a convex subditierential calculus formula to establish a corresponding inclusion for the subgradients of (1.7). (Xo) . There exists X2 (Xo) and Ao> 0 such that X + (0, ho)(y, + U) c X, for 1, 2. In order to carry out Stage 2, we will require two convex subdifferential calculus formulae. The first is simply a combination of Theorems 23.8 and 23.9 of [16] . We provide a proof of the second result. THEOREM 2.9 (cf. [16, Thms. 23.8, 23.9] ). Let 
If, in addition, (2.12) i=1 then (2.13) O(F f)(xo) {h" (Of(xo), Of,, (Xo) ) h e OF(f(xo))}. 
Assumption (2.10) guarantees the existence of a Slater point for the above concave program, so we may apply the Lagrange multiplier theorem of [16, 28) " There exists
and so (Definition 3.3) . This is in keeping with the convention that (F of)(x)= + whenever some f(x)= +. As a result, 0f(xo) should be interpreted as 0f(xo) in (2.13) and (3.27 ) (see Definition 3.13).
3. The main theorems and their corollaries. In Stage 1 of the proof of our first calculus formula, we will need a technical lemma verifying that condition (2.5) is satisfied for the appropriate A, C, and Zo. In the proof of this lemma, for x (xl,"', xp)R p and e>0, we use the notation B(x) := {y (yl yp) R p" ly, xil <-e, i= 1,.'' p}. LEMMA 3.1. Let fv R" --> , f2" R" --> 1 be l.s.c., and let F" R" --> R" be continuous at xosR". Assumefl(xo) and f2(F(xo)) are finite. Define A'R"xRXRmXR-->R"xR by A(x,y, z, r):=(x,y+r) and G'R" xRxRm xR->R by G(x,y,z, r):= F(x)-z. Then (2.5) is satisfied with A as above, C:= (epif x epif2)f'l G-(0), and Zo := (xo,fl(xo), F(xo),fE(F(xo))).
Proof. Let e >0 be given, and let X :-B(zo). Since 
Define N := B(zo). Since A is surjective, Z := A(N) (Azo). We will now verify that Z f') A(C) c A(X f'l C). To do so, let (:, ) Z f') A(C). Since (2, ) Z, there exists (x, y, z, r) N with x 2, y + r . Since (2, ) A(C), there exists (x', y', z', r') C with x'=:, y'+r'= , and fl(x')<-y', z'=F(x'), f(z')<-r'. Now x'B(xo), so z' B/3(F(xo)). Also Pc B/a(fl(xo))+B,/3(f2(F(xo))), so B2/3(fl(xo)+f2(F(xo))).
Finally, since y'+r'= and y'>=fl(xo)-e/3, we conclude that y' B,(fl(xo)) and r' B(f2(F(xo))). Thus (x',y',z', r') X, and so (2, f)A(X fq C). We conclude that Z f'l A(C) c A(X fq C). [3 We now proceed to the first of our two main theorems.
THEOREM 3.2. Let F: R" R be strictly differentiable at Xo, f" R" R finite and strictly l.s.c, at Xo, and f2" R " 1, finite and strictly l.s.c, at F(xo). Assume that (3.1) VF(xo) domf(xo;. )-dom fE(xo; )= R". Then for all y R", (3.2) (fl +f2 F)t(Xo; y)<-f[(xo; y)+ft2(F(xo); VF(xo)y).
Moreover, (3.3) O(fl + f2 F)(xo) C Ofl(xo) + (V F(xo)) rOfE(F(xo)). Proof. Call f := fl +f2 F. Then epi f= {(xl, r) R" x R Ifl(xl) <_-rl, fE(X2) -< rE, r rl + rE, F(xl) x2 0, for some x2 e R', rl, rE e R}. Define A, G, and C, and Zo as in Lemma 3.1, and define D :-epifl x epif2. Then
by Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 2.6. Next observe that (3.1) and Proposition 2.5 ensure that V G( zo) To(To) R". We can therefore apply Theorem 2.4 to obtain
Therefore epif*(xo; ")epi [f] (xo; ")+f*2(F(xo)('))], and so (3.2) holds. The rest of the proof is much as in [18] . Set p :=f(xo;" and p2:-f*2(F(xo);" ). If either p(0) or p2(0) is -oo, equality holds in (3.3) , since (3.2) shows that both sides of the inclusion are then empty. Assume, then, that 
Since p and P2 are convex and proper, and since (3.1) holds, we may apply Theorem
by definition, and so (3.3) holds. [-I We can now obtain improved versions, in the finite-dimensional case, of results in [17] and [18] . Observe that for Xo C, ic(Xo;" iro)(" and Oic (Xo) Nc(xo). The following is a strengthening of Theorem 5 of [17] , which has also been proved by Aubin [2] , [3] . COrOLLArY 3.4. Let F2" R" -R" be strictly differentiable at Xo, and let C R be closed near Xo and C R" closed near F (Xo) . Suppose that (3.4) Then (3.5) and (3.6) VF(xo) T,(Xo) T(F(xo)) .
Tc,nv-'(c2) (Xo) 
Proof Let f := ic, f2 := ic in Theorem 3.2. Then (3.1) becomes (3.4) , and (3.5) and (3.6) follow from (3.2) and (3.3) , respectively. 71 It is interesting to note that Theorem 2.4, which is used in proving Corollary 3.4, is itself a special case of Corollary 3.4.
Remark 3.5. If F A is linear, (3.4) can be weakened to (3.7) A( Tc,(Xo)) Tc(Axo) span (AC, C2).
To see this, suppose C c Rp, Xo C. For a given aifine set S with aft C S = Rp, denote by T(xo) the Clarke tangent cone of C at xo where C is considered as a subset of S rather than as a subset of R p. It is easy to see that T(xo)= Tc(xo). Then for all y R , (3.9) (fl +f2)T(Xo; Y)--<--f(Xo; y)+f(Xo; y).
In addition, (3.10) O(fl +fE)(xo) c Of(xo)+ Of E(xo). Proof Set m-n and F := I in Theorem 3.2.
Remark 3.7. (a) Corollary 3.6 is more general than the specialization of Theorem 2 of 18] to strictly l.s.c, functions with finite-dimensional domains, since Rockafellar's assumption (3.11) domf(xo; .)f'l int domf2 (Xo; .) implies, but is not implied by (3.8) . Here is an example which satisfies (3.8) but not (b) Condition (3.8) can actually be weakened to (3.12) domf(xo;. )-domfE(xo; )=span (dom fl domf2).
To see this, simply observe that we can again assume that Xo 0, and we can then replace R" by S:= span (dom fi dom f2), considering fl and f2 as fl" S -> R and f2" S --> R.
It is not possible, however, to weaken the hypothesis still further to (3.13) ri domf(xo;. ) ridomf(xo, For example, let C1 := {(x, y)lY x2}, c2 := {(x, y)lY -x}, and fl := ic, f2 := ic2. Let Xo (0, 0). Then f(xo;" =fE(xo;" )-ino(" ), while
Hence (3.9) does not hold for y= (x, 0) with x 0, although (3.13) is satisfied.
(c) If fl and f2 are not strictly l.s.c., then (3.8) may hold without either (3.9) or (3.10) being satisfied. For example, let C1 := Q, the set of rational numbers, and let C (R/Q) U {0}. Define f := ic,, fz :-ic, and let Xo 0. Then Tc,(0) Tc:(O) R, so (3.8) holds, and fl(xo; .) =f2(Xo; .)-in('). However, C f') C2={0}, so we have (fi +fz)(Xo; )= io}(" ), and (3.9) does not hold for y 0. 3.9. Let C c R', 1, , n be convex sets. The sets Ci, 1, , n, are said to be in strong general position [27] if (3.14) 0
If the sets are cones, (3.14) is equivalent to (3.15) A "-C1-lI Cj R "-1)'. Another equivalent way to write (3.14) is (3.16) 0eint AII'-C j=l (see [27] for a thorough discussion of this concept.) By (3.16) , the order in which the sets in (3.14) are listed does not matter.
The following is an important special case of Corollary 3.4: PROPOSITION 3.10 ([26] , [3] ). Let D c R', 1,. , n be closed nearyoe in.=l D i.
Assume T,(yo), i= 1,..., n are in scrong general position. en (3.17) To,...o,,(Yo)
and (3.18) No,c..
Proof. Call C:= D... x D,, and let C2 be the origin in R"-lm. Define F" R"" + R"-" by F(x, , x,) := (Xl x2, , x x,). Apply Corollary 3.4 with Xo := (yo,"" ", Yo). By Proposition 2.5, (3.4) reduces to To,(yo), i= 1,..., n, being in strong general position. By (3.5) ,
Thus (3.17) holds. Finally, (3.18) follows from (3.6) . [-1 Remark 3.11. By (3.7) , the strong general position assumption can be weakened to (3.19) A"-I To,(yo)-I To,(yo) lI span (D-Dj).
i=2

=2
We can derive from Proposition 3.10 a formula for the subgradient of f(x);= max_<_i__<,f(x), where f" R" + R are strictly l.s.c. We start with a lemma which we will use to show that the condition "dom(xo; "), i= 1,..., n, are in strong general position" is sufficient to guarantee this subgradient formula.
LEMMA 3.12. Suppose f R + R, 1, , n are such that
Proof. We must show (R" x R) "-c A "-epif, -l-Ii=2 epif. Let (y, Sl," , y,_, s,_)e (R"x R) "-1. Of(x) {z e E* (z, 0)e Ncpif(x,f(x))}.
In our next result, we will use the fact that if Of(x): f, then (3.20) Ncpif
( [18] , [6] (3.21) f(xo y)<-_max f(xo; y).
(xo)
If also ofi (Xo) , I(Xo) , are nonempty, then (3.22) of(xo) , (X,Of(xo) U Of(xo)) (Xo) for some At >-_ 0 with , (3.21) . If also 0f(xo), i I(xo), are nonempty, we have by (3.18) and (3.20) 
To obtain (3.22) , set A 1 on the left-hand side of the above inclusion.
In the proof of our second main result, we will use another technical lemma to ensure that we may apply Proposition 2.6.
LEMMA 3.15. Let f" Rm--> R, i= 1,..., n be finite and strictly l.s.c, at Xo, and let F" R"--> R be l.s.c. Call f:= (f,... ,f,) . Assume F(f(xo)) is finite and F is isotone on B,o(f(xo))+ R for some to> O. Define G(x y ., x,, yn, z ", z,, r) (x x2, ", x-x,,y-z,... ,y,-z,). Thus )7 =f() satisfies F07) _-< , )7i B, (f(Xo) ) for allj I, andf(xo) -/z -< -<f(xo) / e for all j I. We conclude that (2,)71,. ., 2, y-,, )71," ", )7,, ) X f') C, and so (2, ) A(XC (3.26) (F of)(Xo; y)<-F(f(xo);f(xo; y),... ,f, (Xo; y) ). If in addition each f xo is proper, then (3.27) O(F of)(xo)C {A. (f(xo)," ", 0f,(xo)) A OF(f(xo))}.
Proof. Call h := F of. Since F is isotone on Range f+ R-7-, epi h {(x, r) R R,:l(y, ., y,) R" with F(y,. ., y,) <-r,f(x) <= y,, 1 <= <= n}. 
by Theorem 2.4, since (3.25) says exactly that V O(Zo) To(zo) R("-')"+", {(x, r) R x R[:ty R" withf(xo; x) <= y, F(f(xo); y) <= r} {(x, r) lF*(f(xo); fI(xo; x),''' ,f(xo; x)) _--< r} since F*(f(xo); .) is itself isotone (Lemma 2.8) . Thus epi h*(Xo; .) = epi F*(f(xo);f](xo; ),... ,f,(Xo;" )), and so (3.26) holds. Now if F*(f(xo); 0) -oo, (3.26) shows that both sides of (3.27) (3.25) implies that (2.10) and (2.12) (3.25) reduces to a simple, familiar-looking form in important special cases. For example, if n 1, (3.25) becomes (3.28) Range/(Xo;. )-dom F*(L(Xo); )= R. (3.25) reduces to the assumption that domf(xo; ), 1,..., n are in strong general position.
(b) The assumption that f(xo; 0)=0, i= 1,..., n is not needed in important special cases. For example, if F is as in Remark 3.16(a) or (b) and f(xo; 0)=-oo for some i, then both sides of (3.27) will equal .
(c) Corollaries of Theorem 3.17 include Corollary 3.6, Proposition 3.10, and Proposition 3.14 (without our having to use Lemma 3.12) .
(d) Any isotone function F" R" R is directionally Lipschitzian for all y -< 0; i.e., inf sup
F(x+ ty')-<+ for all y-<_ 0 (see 19, Prop. 4] ). This property plays a crucial role in the subditterential calculus results of [18] . However, there is no analogue of Theorem 3.17 for F merely directionally Lipschitzian, as we will see in 5.
From Theorem 3.17 we can derive an extension of Corollary 3.6 to n functions, and a product rule for (locally) non_negative functions.
COROLLARY 3.19 . Let f" R" -> R, 1, , n be strictly l.s.c, and finite at Xo, and suppose that dom f(xo; ), 1, , n are in strong general position. Then for ally (3.29) (f+""" +f.)T(Xo; y)----< f(Xo; y). Proof Let F(x,..., x,)= .= x in Theorem 3.17. F is continuous and strictly isotone in each coordinate. Assumption (3.25) in this case reduces to dom.f(xo; .), i= 1,..., n being in strong general position. As explained in Remark 3.18(b), the assumption that each f(xo; 0)=0 is not needed. Then (3.29) follows from (3.26) and (3.30) from (3.27) . [3 COROLLARY 3.20 . Let f" R" --> R, 1, , n, be nonnegative on R" and strictly l.s.c, and positive at Xo 6 ffl '= dom f. Suppose that dom f (Xo; ), 1, , n, are in strong general position. Then for all y R", ) (3.31) f, (Xo; y)<_-
Moreover, Proof. Let F(x,..., x,)= I-Ii-_ xi in Theorem 3.17. F is continuous and strictly isotone in each coordinate since f is nonnegative. Condition (3.25) again reduces to domf(xo; ), 1,. ., n, being in strong general position. As explained in Remark 3.18 (b), the assumption that each f(xo;" )=0 is not needed. Then (3.31) follows from (3.26) and (3.32) from (3.27) . [-1 One 
(g(xo))-------5(-g)(Xo; y).
PROPOSITION 3.22. Let f" R" R be nonnegative on domf and strictly l.s.c, and positive at Xo, and let g" R" R be positive and continuous at Xo dom g (q dom f. Assume that (3.35) domf(xo; )-dom (-g)(Xo;')= R'. Then <f(xo)(-g)(Xo; y)+g(xo)f'(xo; y) (3.36 (3.32) and (3.34 
of (xo) =f ( [6] or [11] .) 4 . Application to constrained optimization problems. PROPOSITION 4.1 ([18] , [20] (3.8) in this case, so O(f+ ic)(Xo)cOf(xo)+Oic(Xo)=Of(xo)+ Nc(xo), and OOf(xo)+ Nc(xo). We will next consider a particular constraint set, the set C := {x g(x) -< O} for a strictly l.s.c, function g" R -, R. {(z,u)lu=O}-epig(xo;.)=R+1. To do so, suppose that (x',r')R"xR. Since O:Og(xo), there exists yR with g(xo;y)<0. Now g*(xo;') is positively homogeneous, so for any R, there exists )7 R" with 07, g) epi g(xo; ). Let y' be such that g(xo; y')<-_-r'. Then (x',r')=(x'+y',O)-(y',-r'). Thus {(z,u)lu=O}-epi g(xo; ") Rm+l. Now by (3.17) , To,no2 (Xo, O) To, (Xo, O) f3 To2(Xo, 0); i.e., Tco(xo, O)=(R"xO)f'lepig(xo;.). Hence Tc(xo)=(ylg(xo;y)<-O}. By (3.18) (Xo) , are in strong general position. Then (4.5) OOf(xo)+ . , (AiOgi(xo)Ogf(Xo))+ AVO(xo)+ No(xo) 1 (Xo) for some hi >-0 and h R.
Proof. Denote by C the constraint set in Program (P). Since V G(xo)R" =llp, V G(xo)- (0) It is also possible to derive necessary optimality conditions for (P) via the following "Dubovitskii-Milyutin" result, due to Watkins [26] (a) F" R -R l.s.c., f" R -. R" strictly differentiable at Xo. (b) F" R"-* R l.s.c, and isotone, f (fl,""" ,f,) with each f" R'-R 1.s.c., and (3.23) or (3.24) satisfied. (In fact, (a) can be encompassed by (b)me.g. [18, Thm. 3] ). Are other general chain rules possible? In particular, is there a chain rule for F'R" R directionally Lipschitzian (or strictly differentiable) and f'R" R 1.s.c.?
We answer this question by considering possible extensions of the following chain rule for Clarke subgradients. (See [5, Prop. 10] and [11, Chap. 8] .) TrEOREM 5.1. Let E be a normed space and f'E-fl be locally Lipschtizian near Xo, and let F" 11 R be continuously differentiable near Xo. Then (5.1) (F of)(Xo; y)= F'(f(xo))f(xo; y) for ally E, and O(F of)(xo) F'(f(xo))Of(xo).
In attempting to extend Theorem 5.1, it does not seem possible to apply the techniques used in the proofs of Theorems 3.2 and 3.17. We will proceed instead by examining limits of the form (1.10). We start by deriving a technical lemma involving these limits which we have already applied in the proof of Lemma 3.21. We leave the proof of (ii), which is similar, to the reader. We make the important observation that if A_-< 0, local boundedness of g is required in both the proof of lim supx_ infy_y h(x, y)g(x, y) <-AB and that of lim supx_ infy_,yo h(x, y)g(x, y) >-AB. fq We can now prove what seems to be the best possible extension of Theorem 5.1. Moreover, (5.4) o(Fo f)(xo) F'(f(xo))Of(xo).
Proof.
(F of)(Xo; y)= lim sup inf
(for some z(t, x, y) between f(x) and f(x + ty') by. the classical mean value theorem)
F'(f(xo))f(xo; Y) since f is continuous at Xo and F is continuously differentiable near f(xo). Now iff(xo; 0)=-, (F of)(Xo; 0) will by (5.3) also equal -, and both sides of (5.4) will be empty. Otherwise, We now have at least a partial answer to our original questions. Even if F is continuously differentiable and f is continuous, the requirement that F be locally isotone seems to be needed in order to prove a chain rule for upper subderivatives.
The difficulty seems to lie in the "nonradial" nature of 0f for general fi If f is locally Lipschitzian, f(xo; -y) (-f)(Xo; y) and 0(-f)(xo) -Of(xo). These relationships would allow us to extend Theorem 5.3 to F'(f(xo))< 0 if they held in general, but they do notme.g, consider f: R-R defined by f(x):= Ixl and Xo=0.
A more thorough discussion of the subject of this section is given in [24, 3.5] . Kc(xo) is the well-known contingent cone. For more information on these cones, see [23] , [7] , [25] , [24] .
From (6.1) and (6.2) , we see that Tc(xo) c kc(xo) c Kc(xo) for any C c E and Xo cl C. If C is a convex set or a differentiable manifold, all three cones coincide ([20, Chap. 2] and Theorem 2.4). [9] . Since Tepif(xo,f(xo) C kepif(xo,f(xo) C gepif(xo,f(xo)), f+(xo; ") =<f(xo;" =<f(xo;" ).
Definitions (6.3) and (6.4) are made exactly so that (6.5) epi f+ (Xo ; " := K pi f (Xo, f(xo)) and (6.6) epif[](Xo;. ):--kepif (Xo,f(Xo) ). There are also direct characterizations off/(xo; y) and f(xo; y). It is well known that (6.7) f+(xo; y)= lim inf 'x+ f( ty')-f(xo)
,o 2 y'y (e.g., [20, Chap. 3] ), and it is not difficult to show [7] , [25] , [9] (3.23) , (3.24) and (3.25) . Downloaded 06/12/13 to 134.148.10.13 . Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php PROPOSITION 6.1. Let E be an l.c.t.v.s., let f" E-> R, 1,..., n be finite at xo, and call f:= (fl,"" ,f,) . Let F" Rn--> R be finite at f(xo) and isotone on the union of Range f+R and B(f(xo)) for some e >0. Then if y E is such that (f)+(Xo; y), i= 1,..., n are finite, (6.9) (F of)+(Xo; y) >--F+(f(xo); (fl)+(Xo; y), , (f,)+(Xo; y) ). Alternatively, if (f) (Xo; y) , (f)/(Xo; y), 2,. ., n are finite, then (6.10) (F f)(Xo; y)>-F+(f(xo); (f)rn(Xo; y), (f2)/(Xo; y), ", (f,)+(Xo; y)).
Proof. Let (y, r) Kepi(Fof) (Xo, (F of) (xo)). To prove (6.9) , it suffices to show that ((f)+(Xo; y),''', (f,)+(Xo; y), r)e Kepi r(f(xo), F(f(xo))). In addition, there exist )7 f'l '= Y, ?e (0, mini Xi) such that F f)(xo + 735) F f)(xo) _-< r + 8. Now since f(xo)+ ?zi-<-f(xo+ 07) and F is isotone, F(f(xo) + ?(zl, ., z,))-F(f(xo)) <-r+& Thus ((fl)+(Xo; y),""", (f,)+(Xo; y), r) Kepi (f(xo), F(f(xo))), and so (6.9) holds. Now let (y, r) kepi(:ol)(Xo, (F f)(xo)). To prove (6.10) , it suffices to show that ((f)(Xo; y), (f2)+(xo; y),"" ", (f,)+(Xo; y), r) Kpi(f(xo), f(f(xo))). To this end, let 8 > 0 and h > 0 be given. Call z (f) [](Xo; y) 8, zi ( Proof. Let (y, r) Kepi(yoF(xo, (f F)(xo)). To prove (6.11) , it suffices to show that (VF(xo)y, r) Kepis(F(xo),f(F(xo))). Let (3.26) and (3.27) .
Proof. By (6.10) and our regularity hypothesis, for all y R , (F f)(Xo; y) ->-(F of) (Xo; y) >--F+(f(xo); (f)rn(Xo y), (f2)+(Xo Y),""", (f)+(Xo y)) F*(f(xo); fI(xo; Y),""" ,f(x0; y)), so equality holds in (3.26) . Equality in (3.27) follows from equality in (3.26) . PROPOSrrION 6.5. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied, and that either (6.13) fl is subdifferentiably regular at Xo and f2 is subdifferentiably weakly regular at F(xo), or (6.14) fl is subdifferentiably weakly regular at Xo, and f2 is subdifferentiably regular at F(xo). (6.18) O(fl +fE)(xo) Ofl(xo) + Of 2(xo). Proof. By Proposition 6.7 with m n and F := I, (6.18) will hold if cone (dora fl domf2) =R". By (3.12) of Remark 3.7 (b) , this assumption can be weakened to cone (domfl-domf2)= span (domfl-domf2), which is equivalent to (6.17) .
Remark 6.9. We saw in Remark 3.7 (b) that hypothesis (3.8) of Corollary 3.6 cannot be weakened to (3.13 (Xo) and (6.20) ko(xo) C V G(xo)-(0) c kon-'o) (Xo) . Proof. The inclusion (6.19 ) is a special case of [4, Thm. 4.1(a)]. T proof of (6.20) is entirely analogous to that of [4, Thm. 4 .1]. PROPOSITION 6.11 . Let E, El be l.c.t.v.s, and let Xo C E and yo D Lt. "Fhen (6.21) kco(Xo, yo)= kc(xo) x ko(yo), (6.22) Kco (Xo, Yo) c Kc(xo) x Ko(yo), (6.23) Kco(Xo, Yo) Kc(xo) x ko(yo). The proof of Proposition 6.11 is a striaghtforward consequence of (6.1) and (6.2) . That equality does not in general hold in (6.22) is demonstrated by an example in 2 of [4] . PROPOSITION 6.12 . Let E, El be l.c.t.v.s, and A" E El be linear and continuous.
Let Zo C E. Then (6.24) A(Kc(zo)) Kc(Azo) and (6.25) A(kc(zo)) kA(c)(Azo). Inclusion (6.24) is well known (see, for example, [1] , [3] ). The proof of (6.25) parallels that of (6.24) . THEOREM 6.13. Let f" R" R, 1, ', be finite and strictly l.s.c, at Xo, and call f:= (fl,""" ,f,). Let F" R" R be finite and strictly l.s.c, at f(xo) and isotone on the union of Range f + R_ and B(f(xo)) for some e >0. Suppose (3.25) holds. Then for all yR", (6.26) (r f)r(Xo; y)<--Fr(f(xo); (f)r(Xo; y),'"", (f,) (6.28) with fl := ic, and f2 := ic. The first inclusion in (6.32) always holds, while the second is (6.29) with fl := ic, and f2: ic2. Similarly, (6.33) follows from (6.30) . [q COROLLARY 6.16 . Let f'R" R, f2"R" R be finite and strictly l.s.c, at xoR .
Assume (3.8) holds. Then for all y R , (6.34) Equality holds in (6.34) and (6.35) if (f2)(Xo;")= (f2)+(Xo; y) and if (fl)/(Xo;") and (f2)/(Xo ;" are never equal to -.
Proof Take rn n and F := I in Theorem 6.14. In the special case in which f=(xo; ") is convex, we can define okf(xo): o(f(Xo;" )(0) and can obtain results like the following: PROPOSITION 6.17. Let fl" Rn -R and f2" R" -R be finite and strictly l.s.c, at Xo. Assume that (fl)(Xo; ") and (fE)(Xo; ") are convex, and that (3.8) holds. Then (6.36) ok (f +f) (Xo) okf(Xo) + okf2 (Xo) .
Equality holds in (6.36) if (fl) [](Xo;") (f)+(Xo;") or (f)(Xo;") (f)+(Xo;")--in particular, iff or f2 is convex.
Proof. Since (3.8) holds, so does (6.34), and (6.36) follows from (6.34 [9] , [10] , and the upper convex approximations of [15] . As one might expect, not as much can be said about general upper convex approximates as can be determined about specific ones like f(xo; orf(xo; ); however, necessary conditions for minimality can be expressed in terms of upper convex approximates [24] , [25] . (4.1) holds. Let h(xo;" )'R"--> R be an upper convex approximate for f at Xo such that h (Xo; y) <= fT (Xo; y) for all y R', and let D be a convex subcone of kc (Xo) satisfying Tc(xo)= D= kc(xo). Then (6.37) [16] and so (6.37) holds. I-!
